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Introduction

On March, 2, 1901, the Research Branch of Ole M nistry of Education,

Onterin, hold its second colloquium on research projects in the area ot

French afi a second language in Ontario. The principal investigators of

fool' different resoarch teams wore invited to prese140, reports at the

colloquium, Or, Merrill Swain and Dr. Sharon Lapkin of ()two Modern

Language Centre presented findings trom their study Otlifigual,

tOYWlotiln,qOA.arioLARoCado ofilesearq, Or, Michael Came to of

MSC's franiA-Ontarian Centre discussed the purposes and theoretical

framework develop ent of the Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool for

French as A Second Language PrOje,a, as well .as the material In

Communic,ativo ,:ipproaches In Second LanugageleacpipgAndjestipg, Or

Frances Morrison of the Ottawa Board of tducation Research Centre

discuSsed frenrh proficiency and general progress among student,- in.

early-entry and late-entry immersion programs over a'perlod of years.

Or. Ronald traps of the University of Ottawa gave a detailed

account of re,:warch with children who have learning dkiabilitier. in

Primary french-immersion proOrams 4nd the development of tests to

predict uucce,. in immersion*pregrams,

Two guest analysts/redaors were Invited in tnmment on thp re-

search proseutpA iind the iswes raised: Professor Francois() Howard of

Mckothur College, Queen's' University', and Or. Pierre Calve of the

Onivert'iity of Ottawa, The participants in the colloquium included

those in all pliaNe!), and levels of edecation across Ontario.

Barbara Kerr,

Lditor



Bilingual Education in Ontario: A Decade of Research

Merrill Swain and iiharon Lapkin

.1,ench-immersion education has been the subject of numerous research

stndies in Ontario since' :1969, when immersion programs were first

introduced in publicly supported schools in the Orovioce, With more

than 28 000 students, or 2.5 per cent of the English-speaking student

population (K-0), enrolled in immersion programs in. Ontario at the

elementary level (1979-80 tigures),' it seems 610ar that immersion is

hereto stay; and indeed the enrolment trends suggest. that the demand

for such programs will continue to increase. Information from the

immersion reseitrch studies has been in high deman0 by parents and

educators faced with decisions about, immersion education for their

children and their schools,

to provide an overview and synthesis of the research on

immer.Aon education in Ontario", the Ontario Ministry of Education

awarded a contract, to the OISE Modern language Centre. The immersion-

programs studies by the Modern Language Centre team over the years

include three major alternatives: the early-total-French-immersion

programs of the Carleton, OttaWa, and foronto'boards of education; the

early-partlai-French-immersion program of the ElOn County iloarrbi

Education; and the late-partial-French-fmmersion program of the Peel

County 80ard of Education.: These three variations, depicted In

figure 1, are representative of Immersion programs round across Ontario

and the other Canadian provinces i n that they share tbe following

characteristics:

The pr'rogrelms, which are Optional, serve a primarily English-

speaking school population.

In tin' initial year(s) of the program, from one-half to an entire

school dory is devoted to instruction in French -- French is the

medium of instroction, rather than a separate school subject.
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- Students in rnersion programs study the same curriculum content

as their peers )n the regular English program.

Four major questions have been addressed in the annual

evalu. ril; of the programs

1 What_h2ppens to thtdevelopmflit of s-tudtrlLrftfjatalaLaluat
skills? When French k used as the major vehicle of

communication and instruction in the classroom, it is not

skit-prising that concern about the normal-development of first-

Iliguage skills would be expressed, especially with respect to

those skills associated with school achievement,such as reading, .

-.miling, and other aspects of written expressiOn, For this

reason the English-language skills of immersion students, and

especially of those in early-immersion programs Who would other-

wise normally be learning to read and write in English, have been

carefully monitored as the 'i,tudents progress through school,

jr the immersion students learn more French than students in

core frenO plpgram? How oes their French _c_palltalillattal21

eativrLAptLters of French? Immersion programs were initiated in

tne belief that a more rensive exposuTe to French than was

available in thi:: core Frr!mh program, al.Jet-11 as use of the second

language as a vehicle of communication, would lead to higher

levels of second-language proficiency. The development of the

second-language 11s of the immersion students has accordingly

been carefully examined. In spite of the conviction that-immer-

sion education would lead to higher levels ^of 'proficiency in.

French than would traditional programs of French as a second

language, there was a major question asto how much French would

be learned by immerion students as ..e3 result of their being

expected to function in French in their daily classroom activities

with a minimum of formal lansuage'instruction.

J. Are the immersion students taught in French able to ttlepup with

theirEnglisheducated peers in subject content? One of the major

concerns expressed by parents and educators' About immersion

prOqr,IM war; that' subject such 450 mathematim and

10



science would. be -taught in French, the students would not learn as

much as if they were taught in their first language,English.

Although parents wanted their children to learn French, they did-

not want it at .the expense of their children's academic achieve-

ment, The concern was not Ilmited to whether the students would

learn as Much, as their English-educated peers, but extended also

to whether, having acguirid the knowledge through French, they

would be---ible''to transfer that knowledge for use in English

contexts. Thus, it was not enough to test the immersion students'

achievement in, for' example, mathematics and science, by using

tests written in the language of instruction (French). Rather,

the tests of subject achievement were usl tIly given in English,

even though the language of instruction for that subject was

French,

4. pciesintheimersion, program hinder general

intellectual or cognitive meth? There still remains a belief

among the general public tht, learning two languages leads to

cognitive confusion, slowi4 down cognitive and intellectual-

development_ Indeed, many research findings up to the 1960s

suggested that bilingual children obtained lower IQ scores than

unilingual children. This research has been subjected to serious

criticism, and many of the conclusions have been repudiated by the

results of recent, better; designed research (see Swain and Cummins

1979, for a review). Because of this general concern, however,

the general,'intellectual growth of immersion students has been

monitored, largely through the use of standardized 'IQ tests.

Research Design

For each of the immersion programs evaltiated, several successive groups

of immersion students entering the program were followed over an eight-.

to nine-year period. A corresponding set of comparison classes com-

prising students of similar socio-economic background and IQ from the

regular English program was also tested.

.11



Results

The linguistic outcomes (for both English- and French-language skills.)

Can be summarized as follows:

in the area of English-langua 1, skills, immersion students in all

three programs exhibit temporary lags relaLlve to the performance

of regular English-program groups in early-total and early- -

partial- immersion, the immersion students" weaker performance

lasts until about the end of Grade whereas for late immersion

the lag is shorter,or, in some cases, does not occur at ,all, The

overall trend in subsequent grades is.for immersion students to
, I

perform as well as or, in the case of mrly-total-immersion

students, better than their English-educated countv..parts.

2 As far as French skills are concerned, early-total-immersion

students attain, bY Grade 6, near native proficiency in listening

and reading comprehension, and achieve as well as an average class'

of Francophone students in Montreal on a French achievement test.

Their productive skills, .speaking and wrting, remain non-native-

like, although they have no difficulty in conveying what they want

to say;

' Tex

Early-partial French immersion, produce's less dramatic resultt in

French in that it, takes longer ,for studentsA,o match the perfor-

mance of early- total - immersion groups.4 By Grade 8, however, based

on very limited data from .one class in Elgin County, the perfor-

mance of early-partial-binmersionitudents resembles that bf Grade

7 early-total-immersion students on French tests given n common.

4, The French skills of lite-immersion.students appear to remain Well

below those of Francophone comparison groups, even after several

yOrs of immersion. When the performance of , Ontario

late-immersion students in Grade 8 (after one, two, or three Years'

in the program) is compared with that of early-toEal-immersion

students at the same grade level, the early immersion groups' warm'
0

well aheatle

4



The perceptions and self-assessments of Grade 8 immersion stu-

dents' French correspond to the findings summarized in (4)' above.

Early-total-immersion students consider theme ves more skilled in

French than late - immersion students and would prefer to spend a

greater percentage of their school day studying in French.

6. In the evaluations of the three immersion-program alternatives,

comparisons with the FrelCh performance of core French students

have revealed that the immersion students' performance is almost

always significantly better.

7. Final comparisons of 'the French proficiency of early- and late-

immersion students in Ontario must be deferred until the early-.

immersion groups hAve reached the end of secondary school. A

preliminary, consideration of relevant findings from Montreal-

suggests th 'at the design of each program (for example, inten ty

of exposure to French,at particular levels) is a key fac or.

8. The level of French skills 'attained by students, ip immersion

programs may also be related to the school setting. Thus, the

findings from one study suggest that the program in an immersion

centre where no regular Engli.sh'progrem exists, produces better'

results (superior French listening and reading scores, for

example) than housing it in a dual-track school.

9 Early-total-immersion students' spoken Fr'ench is generally as-
..

sessed favourably by Francdphone,-adults and students. Their

patterns of. French-language use however, indicate that they tend.

not to seek out opportunities for using their second- linguage

skills, but 'dd,respond in French when conversation is initiated in

French. This pattern appears to hold for both early- and late-

immersion..students, who differ, however,' in terms of their use of

French in the classroom-with the teacher. n th4. context,

.early-immersion students report a significantly greater use of

French.
. 4°

10 The ability to learn to communicate functionally in the

language is not related to intelligence' as

dardiied 'IQ tests.
1

second

measured by sten--
4r



11. Immersion education has not had negative effects on the students'

general intellectual developmect, and, in fact, early-total French

immersion may lead to its enhancement.

12. In mathematicg-,--scdence, and'social studies, early-total-immersion

students generally achieve as well as students studying these

subjects in English. *Early partial- and late-immersion students

appear occasionally to have some difficulty, relative to their

omparison groups, in acquiring mathematical and science_ skills.

he perceived difficulty may be related to limitations-experienced

because of weaker-second-language skills.

13.' The work-study skills of early-total-immersion students tend to be

superior to those of their English-educated peers. No such trends

are noticeable in the results of early-partial-immerSion students.

The ministry report (Swain and Lapkin 1981) also includes an

overview of the research conducted, mainly outside Ontario, on social

and psychological aspects of immersion education. The results indicate

that rly-iersion students adjust smoothly to their school environ-

ment an-.1 are more satisfied with their program than are late-immersion

students.. Most of the studies reviewed concerned early-immersion

students: In general, their self-concept is positive; they feel
.,-
themselves to be English Canadians, but. tend to develbp less rigid

ethnolinduistoic stereotypes than their Engli16-educated counterparts.

Immersion students favour increased contact with Francophones, a step

which is likely to prove beneficial not only for developing more

positive attitudes, but also for enhancing French-language skills.

There seems little question, hat all three immersion programs

have proven successful in promoting advanced French-language skills,

and that immersion education constitutes a viable form of education in

which English-speaking students can become functionally bilingual. For

this to occur, it is clear that school boards need to be flexible and

creative in organizing their schools. For example, an urban board with

a lange-SUmber of schools, some in close proximity, might establish

immersion centres (as the Carleton Board has done), where it is pos-
.

sible_to create an optimal environment for the immersion program. Iv
is interesting to note that the Frontenac-Lennox and Addington County

14



R2C.S.S. Board has housed its bilingual program, which begins at Grade

5, in a Francophone elementary school. In doing so, it has established

a needed precedent for crossing the invisible boundary between schools

for English-speaking sand' French-speaking students that often exists

within boards.

* /

It is unlikely that our students will become fully bilingual

without contact with French-speaking peers. Whatever can be done to

encourage this -contact -- in French -- will be beneficial to Anglo-

phones and Francophones alike.
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CoMmunicative Approaches to Second-Language Teaching and Testing

Michael Canaie

First Of all, I would like to express my gratitude to the Ministry of

Education, Ontario, for its financial suppOrt of our research and for

inviting me here today to speak about it. I must point out that the

''search was a group effort, involving perhaps, a dozen other

viduals.

Our research -has centred on determining the feasibility and

practicality of measuring the communicative competence of students

enrolled in core French-as-a-second-language programs in elementary and

secondary schools in Ontario. The initial stage of our research (which

culminated in the report Communicative Approaches to Second Language

) ended about four yearsI..q.ASI.112.9 and Testing Canale and Swain 1979

ago, and yet many of the problems that we identified then still remain.

rn-my presentation today I shall talk about the purposes of

the Onto rio Assessment Instrument Pool for French as a Second Language

project (otherwise known as OAIP /FSLY- and elaborate on the developmentc

of the theoretical framework for it. I shall conclude with some

comments on residual problems in seconchlanguage teaching and testing.

4

OAIP/FSL

The main purpose of OAIP/FSL was to provide an evaluative component for
.

.

the ministry's guideline document French) Core Programs, 1980. ;The'

document' s clear focus was on communication skills: The principall'aim

of the French program is to develop communication..skills in both the

,receptive and expressive aspects of language. The four language skills
,

of listening, sppqking, reading, and writing will be deveNloped
, -

gradually and naturally in the program through the interaction-of

speaker and listener and writer and reader; ,this is the basis of

communication" (p.4)-

__



Working from this emphasis on ,communication, we began

OAIP/FSL in the hope of counteracting the trivialization of communi-

cative skills, that is, the widely held assumption among teachers of

French that communicative skills are learned automatically via a

grammatically oriented program. Our problem was twofold:, how to

define communication and how to measure it in the core French program.

There.was a strong need for a theoretical framework to guide develop-

ment of the OAIP/FSL.items, and we set about to develop one.

Theoretical Framework

For.our framework we drew on theories of language, psycholinguistics,

sociolingUistics, and other language-related disciplines to give a

general background to communicative approaches and to distinguish the

notions of communicative competence and communicative performance. We

examined \theories of communicative competence and the advantages and

disadvantages of a communicative approach for general second-language

programs.

Developing the theoretical fraMeworkentailed identifying the

main features of communication, which we proposed as follows:

Communication is interaction-based, in that communicative skills

are normally both acquired and used in social interaction.

It involves unpredictability and creativity in both form and

message. c

It takes place in discdurse and tsociocultural contexts which

provide constraints on appropriate language use and also clues as

to correct interpretations of utterances.

It is carried out under limiting psychological and other condi-

tions such as memory constraints, fatigue, and distractions.

It always has a purpose (for example, to establish social re-

lations, to persuade, or to promise).

It involves authentic as opposed to textbook-contrived language.



It is judged as successful or not on the basis of actual outcomes.

(For example, communication could be judged successful in the case

of a non-native English speaker who was trying to find the train

station in Sudbury, uttered the ungrammatical sentence "How to go
477

traiN?," to a passer-by, and was given directions to the train

station.)

Our next step was to synthesize a view of communicative

competence. Our theoretical framework minimally included four'areas of

knowledge and .skill grammar, sociolinguistics, discourse, and

strategies sketched as follows:
. .

grammatical competence: mastery of the language code (verbal or

non-verbal), which involves such features as, lexical items and

les 'of sentence formation, pronunciation, and literal meaning;

\-kiolinguistic competence: mastery of appropriate language use

tn different sociolinguistic contexts, with emphasis on 'appro.

plateness'of meanings (for example, attitudes, speech acts, and

propositions) and appropriateness of forms (for 'example, register,

non-verbal expression, and intonation);

discourse competence: mastery of the combining and interpreting

bf forms and meanings to achieve a unified spoken or written text

in different genres through the use of (a) cohesion devices to

relate utterance forms (for example, pronouns,transition words,

and parallel tructures) and (b) coherence 'rules to organize

meanings (for. example. repetition, progression, consistency, and

relevance of ideas);

strategic competence:, mastery of verbal and non-verbal strategies

(a) to compensate for breakdowns in communication due to insuf-

ficient competence or to performance limitations (for example,

strategies such as the use of dictionaries, paraphrase, and

gestures) and (b) to enhance the effectiveness of communication

(for example, deliberately slow and soft speech for rhetorical

effect).

18



After establishing our definitions, we then identified five

important, principles that must' guide the development of a communicative

approach for a general second-language program,

The primary goal of the approath must, be to integrate grammatical,

sociolinguisfic, discourse, and strategic competences.,

The approach must be based on and respond to the student's com-

munication needs

The student must\be able to take part in communicative interaction

with highly.competent speakers of the language.

Optimal- use must ;be, made, of those aspects of communicative\com-'

petence developed'by the, student with his/her native language that

are common to skills required in the second language.

, \

A curriculum-wide approach must be used to best facilitate \\

second-language competence. . )

As we detailed in our initial research report, we carefully.

examined the implications of our theoretical, framework for FSL teaching

and testing. With respect to ''syllabus design, we recognized that a

second-language syllabus organized on the basis of communicative

functions may be disorganized with respect to grammar. However, it is

our view that a functionallS/\based,-: communicative approach is more

likely to have positive consequences for learner motivation and is less

likely to be associated with negative feelings than a grammatically

based approach.

With respect to teaching. methodo ogy, is crucial that

classroom activities reflect thow communica ion activities that the

learner is most likely to engage in that t ose communication acti-

vities be as meaningful as possible, and that
t

hey be chara8tbrized by

aspetts of genuine communication. The role of the teacher irk the

second-language classroom must undergo a change if a communication-

based'approach is adopted; in other words, the teacher will have to

take on an active role as an instigator. -of and participant in meaning-

ful communication. To carry out this role effectively, the teacher



will have to have A fairly, high level of communicative competence in

the second language, a situation that has implications for Leacher

training.

As well, there are two important general implications of our

theoretical framework for testing communication in the second language.
4

first, communicative testing must be devoted not only to what the

student knows about the second language and how to use it (competence),

but also to what extent the student is able to, actually demonstrate

this knowledge in a meaningful communicative situation (performanc6).

'Second, discrete-point tests will be useful, along with integrative-

type tests, as measures of competence,. since such tests may be more

effective than integrative ones in making 'the student aware of and in

as.;,essing his/her control of the separate components and elements of

communicative competence.

We feel that communicative competence must be investigated in

a more rigorous manner before a communicative approach can be fully

implemented in second-language teaching and testing. We identified the

following as being among the more critical areas for further research:

description of the communicative needs of a given group of

second-language students based on factors particular to both the

students and the speech community in which the second language is

most likely to be used;

explicit statement of the grammatical, sociocultural, a0 dis-

course rules and communicative strategies relevant to students'

communicative needs;
9

comparative analysis of rules in the sociolinguistic components in

the second language and in the student's native language;

study of the minimum level of communicative skills in the second

language needed by teachers if they are to effectiVely use a

communicative approach,;

development of feasible classfoom activities to encourage meaning-

ful second-language communication;

20



development, of test formats and evaluation criteria to 'balance

Tellability, validity, and practicality In the assessment of

communicative ',kills.

Research findings in these areas will be very useful in the imple:

mentation of a communicative approach.

Concluding Remarks

Three main areas still remain as problems requiring further research

efforts.

First, we need to judge the extent to which the objectives we

and the ministry proposed are adequate and realistic for core French

programs. Are the objectives sufficient for basic communicative

skills? How realistic is it to expect teachers and students to address

these objectives in view of the limited time allotted to French in core

program's?

Second, there is the problerrof understanding how communica-

tive skills are acquired. Above all, we need to find ways to assist

the learner and co-operate with him/her. The learner is probably

better equipped to learn a language through using it than we are

equipped, given our poor understanding, to teach it (in the traditional

sense of teaching).

#

Third, how can language programs be improved? There are

implementation problems, and guidelines,and assessment instruments are
o

not enough. Current textbooks, teacher-training programs, resource

materials all have to be very carefully evaluated in light of the

goals of the ministry' guidelines and of OAIP/FSL.

In the final analysis, however, all our work both the

OAIP/FSL items and,-the ministry idelines can be no more than

suggestions. It is the responsibility of teachers as users to refine.

and improve on them.
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Ten Years of Immersion in the Ottawa Area

Frances Morrison

Since the .first immersion program 'in St. Lambert some fifteen years

ago, such'programs have spread across Canada. That pioneer program has,

been the model for many of the more than 150 immersion programs in

Canada. Over half of these programs start in'Kindergarten and about

another one-fourth in Grade 1; ,these are generally classified ak.:,

primary-entry or early French immersion (EFI). Most of the other

programs (14 per cent) begin in Grade 6, 7, or £S, these are ca'led

late-entry immersion (LFI).

In Ontario many immersion programs began about 1970, most of them

based on the St. Lambert model. If immersion programs are defined as{

those where half or more of the instruction is given tn the second

language, then more than 28 000 students were enrolled in such programs

at the elementary school level (K-8) in OntarioNin 1978-79 (Swain and

Lapkiri 1981).
v.

In the Ottawa - Carleton area a' post-immersion program at

secondary level has been established for several years. In 1982-83

several hundred students were enrolled in programs which included

course's taken through the medium of the French language, as well as

courses in French language and literature.

In Ottawa where many federal-government employees are in posi-

tions that,reguire a certain level of bilingualism, there was strong

parental pressure for the introduction of immersion programs in all

four of the local school boards.
.4;

At least one type. of immersion .

progt4m was soon to be found in each board, and the number of students

involved increased each year during the-1970s. About a third of the

five-year-old Kindergarten students are enrolled in a French-immersion



program in the two public school boards, and a required progrO of 50

per cent English and 50 per cent French has been in effect for -teveral

ydr', in the fir-A, fivP grades of one of the Raman Catholic school

boards.

Rrraearch in theOttawi_ Area

',ince the initiation of French-immersion program in Canada, numerous

studies have been carried out by researchers in universities and school

systems. The studies carried but by the Ottawa Board Research Centre

have tended to be limited to practical rather than' hfitoTetical issues.

One of the-'early cOncerns was whether or not there was any lags.in

or detriment to the English-language development or general academic

skills of immersion students. The research carried out in Ottawa by

OISE and by' the research centre replicated the findings of a number of

other studies. These have indicated that, although there may be

temporary 'delays in the development of some English-language skills,

until formal English 'instruction is introduced, the immersion groups

catch up to and, by Grade 4 or' 5, perform as well as or even better

than their English-program counterparts on various tests of English-
.

language and academic achievement.

Other studies.indicate that the immersion groups tend to perform

better than the regular English-program groups. In most of the studies

correction is made for, differences in academic ability, since the

immersion students tend to be somewhat more able academically on the

average than the total group of English-program students. The current

contract of the research centre with the Ministry of Education-includes

an attempt to explore this matter further at the high school level by

comparing the achievement in selected content subjects of students

taught in English and in French.

In the earlier years of the 'research centre's evaluations, various

attitude measures were used with studerits at different grade levels to

heti) determine whether or not the attitudes of immersion students

.towards Francophones differ from those of non-immersion students. The

measures were not sensitive enough to measure differences between the

two groups, both of which showed generally'positive attitudes, or. to
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detect Oranges over time. There was also some negative feedback from

parents with respect 'to the use of these questionnaires, and thi's

particular Avenue was not explored further,

In recent years the resetkentre evaluationy have emphasized

the french proficiency of students enrolled in both Efl and al .pro7

grams. Many of these have involved Grade 8 through, 12 stOents in both

longitudinal and cross-sectional studies.

Imersion Programs in OttaW4 and Carl ton

An outline of the characteristics of the,immersion programs in the

Ottawa and Carleton boards of education is given below:

1. Primary-entry programs

- begin in Kindergarten

- all instruction 'n French in Kindergarten and Grade 1

about sixty minuted of instruction daily in English, starting in

Grade 2

- gradual increase in English instruction to 50 per cent by

Grade 6

2. Late-entry programs

- Ottawa begins in Grade 6 with 100 per cent French, followed by

50 per cent in Grades 7 and 8.

- Carleton begins in Grade 7 with 80 per cent French, followed by

the same in Grade 8.

3. Secondary level bilingual programs

two to four courses (out of eight) in French each year, in

Grades 9 through 12

-"Trench language and literature at each grade level

- options available and amount of choice varies with each school

By the end of Grade 10 EFI students in both Ottawa and Carleton

have received over 6000 hours of instruction in French. The number of

cumulative hours for %UT Grade 10 students is about 2500 in Carleton

and.3400 in Ottawa. These Carleton students had taken core French for

twenty minutes daily before entry into the immersion program, while the



-Ottawa students and later Carleton groups had followed a forty- inigute

core program, In 1982 the Grade 12 LFI students in Carleton had

Accumulated about 3000 hours of inst. wction in french, while the Ottawa

students had 3900 hours.

tests and Testin t' Condit.jps

During the ten year.. of -these evaluation studies, many different

instruments have been admini,tered to students in immertion programs.

The .problem of obtaining tes s suitable for these students
.

at varioust

levels has been a perennial one; in many cases the choices madQ'throughp

necessity have not been ideal.

Two,-sources of tests have been those prepared for the Inter'-

national Educational Achievement (lEA) studies of secondary education

in various countries and those developc at OISE. Speaking tests have

been tincluded as frequently as possibl in spite of the costs involved

and the time required to administer

In most cases tests have been ustJ ,ith ane or more groups for a

number of years in order to provide both longitudinal and dross

sectional data, as well as to examine differences between groups. The

IEA French tests have been used for these pu!.poses; at least one of

these has been administered at some grade levels each year. One of the

forms of an OISE cloze-type test, requiring the student to fill in

words missing from a text, has also provided a means'of making com-

parisons between groups.

One problem in collecting test data is ensurinikthat conditions
-tr-!

are the same for all classes taking the tests: In most cases,.testers

specially trained for the task have administered the tests; and al--;

rangements have been made_to provide suitably equipment and to set up

an appropriate schedule.

Despite these efforts, however, some episodes of lack of equiva-'

lence of testing conditions have come to our attention, and there may

be others about which we have no knowledge. Some of the difficulties

are magnified in the case of listening tests, for which tape recordings

are generally used. \For example, for one test given in the past year



it was found. that, when a certain model of recorder was used at 'the

high volump.necessry+or large-classroom conditions, there was exces-

sive sound distortion, which had not been apparent beforehand. The

0
results frOrti these schools could not then be compared with those from

the schools tested earlier. 4

Comparisons With Other Groups

,Parents and teachers in the Ottawa area have always been much inter-
.

ested in comparing the performance of immersion students with that of

Canadian-federal civil servants who take a Public Service Commission:

test intended to claSsify their level of bilingualism. Before 1982'no

students who hurtaken-the'tests had been in the EFI stream. In the

'spring 'of 1982, however,, a group of Grade 10 bilingual-program EFI

students in the Ottawa board were tested.

The four skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking were

tested. The EFI students "and several groups of late-entry students at

grades 10 and 'r2 achieved, an average, Level B on reading, writing, and

listening and the lower .Level A for speaking. 'Level B, the highest

level attainable on these particular tests, would be required for most\

positions demanding bilingual coMpetence, while A would be sufficient

for,Someclerical and technical positions.

Over 80 per cent of the students at both grade levels who were

tested in 1981 and 1982 reached the B. level on the tests of listening

and writing the, latter being a test emphasizing grammar and usage.

The proportion classified at the "B level on reOing was about 60 per

cent for the EFI students and 70 per cent fora combined Grade 12 LFI

group from the two boards. .On the speaking test, 38 per cent of the

same Grade 10 EFI students and 20 per cent of those in Grade 12 reached

theB level.

A group of forty-five students had scores on both the Public

Service Reading Test and the.Testode-frangais, Secopdaire IV, one of a

series' of tests developed 'within the Quebec school system to measure

reading comprehension and language usage. \The correlation of 0.45

2 ?'



between\ the two sets of scores is significant, but the two tests

apparently, measure somewhat different skills, since only about 20 per

cent of the variance was shared.

It was also interesting to discover how well the various groups of

immersion students perform relative to native speakers of the language.

To this end, one or more of.the levels of the Test de francais were

administered to bilingual-program students in Grades 8 through 12. The
0

average score of the Grade 8 EFI students was at about the sixtieth

percentile and that of the LFI students at about the fortieth per-

centile, when compared with norms based on the first-year secondary

students on whom the test was normed.
5

Comparisons Between Groups Within the Two Boards

When the equated scores for the EFI and LFI students in the two boards

were compared, we found that the EFI students consistently did better

at each grade level. In most cases the differences between groups'in

the two programs in the same board were significant. There was also an

increase in the mean -score from grade to grade in each of the four

groups; in about half of these cases the 'differences were also signi-

ficant.

For a sizable group at each grade level tested, scores on the Test

de francais were available from the end,of their Grade 8 year. The

increase in scores tended to be 'greater for LFI students, but, the

increase in means between Grade 8 and each of Grades 10, 11, and 12 was
,..

significant.

Another measure of growth was made possible when the IEA IV Frehch
.

Writing Test was used with students in Grade 8 and again in Grade 10.

Each of the groups identified made significant gainsoduriog the two-

year period. For fifty4igbt students in the Carleton Grade 7 entry

program, the mean score increased from about twenty-three to twenty- .

eight between 1978 and 1980; for forty-five students in the Ottawa

program, the Increase was from twenty to twenty-seven. At the'Grade 10

level the difference between students in the two boards was no longer

significant..
O
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Although high school results for LFI students have been available

for several years, only in the last two or three years has it been

possible in Ottaa and Carleton to compare those for EFI and LFI groups

and to begin to determine whether or not there is an optimal age to

begin an immersion program. However, it should be remembered that,

even if the groups appear to be similar in ability, other factors such

as motivation may differ.
4

J In 1979 and 1980 all Grade 8 EFI and LFI students in both'boards

were extensively tested. Various measures of French proficiency in

reading, writing, listening, and speaking were used. On nearly all of

these measures, the EFI groups' had significantly higher scores than the

LFI groups (p < 0.05), even after adjustment for ability. This was to

be expected, since the latter groups had received less than half of the.

time ih French instruction.

In 1981 and 1982 the results for EFI and LFI Grade 10 students

were compared. In 1981 the first sizable groups of EFI students had

significantly higher scores on five different tests. In 1982 there

were fewer significant differences between the two groups, although it

is possible that in some eases this was a function of the lack of

sensitivity in the scoring procedures used with the communicative tasks

and, in the case of the interview test, of the size of the sample as

well. T e were no significant differences between grobps on the same

test bf French readying and language usage given in' 1981. On the

writing task, the only =significant difference was on the rating for

word choice, where the combined EFI group for the two boards. had a

higher mean rating than the corresponding LFI group. The distributions

of errors were found to be very similar for the two program groups, as

was the percentage of errors.

Results on two levels of the cloze test (Test de mots a trouver),

given at different grade levels in various years; suggest about a

two-year difference at the secondary level between .LFI -groups\and the

first group of 'EFI students, but this difference appears to have

diminished with the second groCip of EFI students. Both of the Grade '12

LFI groups have mean scores similar to those of the Grade 10 EFI

groups. Th$two-year difference was also suggested in a Comparison of

the Grade 8'EFI results of 1979 and 1980 with the Grade 10 LFI scores



of 1980. It is important to note, however, that in each case indivi-

dual differenc's among students in any one program far surpassed any

overall difference between programs.

Communicative Competence

An effort has been made in the past several years to evaluate the

communicative competence of immersion students in both speaking and

writing.-Clhe writing task given to Grade 10 students in 1982 consisted

of a letter in French on a topic thought likely to evoke strong

opinions on the part of most students. A rating of from one to five

was given as a holistic score for overall impression and for each of

five analytic scores (word choice, technical skills, grammatical

skills, content and ideas, and organization).

One problem occurred in spite of the training and careful instruc-

tions given to the scorer. _In all of the groups there were greater

proportions of high scores than low ones. However, since the scoring

was consistent, it was possible to use the ratings to compare groups,

and no significant differences were found between the EFI and LFI

groups in the two boards.

A half-hour French interview test, similar to that used by the

Foreign Service Institute in the United States, has been used with

samples of EFI and LFI students at several grade level's. Although

eleven different ratings were possible, only one student was given one

of the top three scores, representing native-Tike speech, and the two

lowest ratings were not used.

The verbal descriptions associated with these ratings indicate

that the majority of the immersion students tested may be considered

orally competent at least to satisfy their routine social needs and

limited work _needs in French (Level 2 or 2+). Many are also able to

speak the language, well enough to participate in most ordinary conver-

sations on practical, social, or work-related subjects (Level 3 or 3+).

Over half of the nine y-seven students who' had been in either EFI

or LFI programs and who were tested at the, beginning of Grade 11 in the,

fall of 1981 were classified at Level 2 or 2+. Another 20 'per cent
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were placed in the next higher category, while about 20 per cent were

judged to be below level 2. Only five students, all but one from LFI

programs, were found to be performing at the very basic Level 1, while

16 were at Level '1+.-

Tracing and Other Studies

Another important aspect of the Ottawa research has been the ongoing

tracing of certain cohorts of students throughout their school careers.

This., has made it possible to compare program. choices, to examine

prdgranCretention rates,-and to ensure that the backgrounds,of students
-

included Sin analysis groups have been representative. Of those in

immersion Kindergarten in 1971 and who remained in.the Ottawa-Carleton

area, about two- thirds were still in a program emphasizing French by

Grade 8. Close to 70 per cent of the EFI group and over half ot. the

LFI students appear to be continuing into a bilingual program at the

Grade 9 level. In 1982 questionnaires were sent to two groups of

former LFI students who had graduated from Grade 12 in a bilingual high

school program. At least 80 per cent of the students were taking or

planning to take a postsecondary program, and most felt fairly confi-

dent in their 'ability to use French. About two-thirds described

experiences since leaving.school which had given them opportunities to

use and improve their French.

We hope that we will be able to monitor the progress of the EFI

students until 'several cohorts have completed Grade 12 and to continue

the follow-up of graduates. It will also'be important to continue to

, examine the progress of childrenin the earlier grades and to study, in

particular, ways of helping those who have, problems, both those who

transfer out of immersion and those who remain'. Additional projects,

some with a more theoretical emphasis, can continue to stimulate

program developers to provide the best conditions possible for learning

French-as a..second language in the special environment.in the Ottawa-

Carleton area.
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Learning Disabilities and Prediction of Success in Primary French
Immersion

Ronald L Trites

This paper summarizes the results of seven years of research. Two

years were devoted to an investigation of the characteristics of

children who have learning difficulties in Primary French - immersion

programs. Five years were devoted to the development of a battery of

tests intended to identify four-year-old children, prior to their entry

into a Primary French-immersion program, who in subsegyent years will

do well in such a program, will drop out because of learning difficul-
sir

ties, or will remain in the program but do poorlytkTrites 1981).

I am indebted to Anne Price, who was my research assistant for the

first five years of investigation, and greatly appreciative of the

contractual research funding I have received from the Ontario Ministry

of Education throughout.

Learning Disabilities in Primary French-Immersion-Students

French-immersion programs began in Ottawa schools in 1969-70 with

programs at the Kindergarten level. By 1973 increasing "numbers of

children were being referred to the Neuropsychology Laboratory of the

Royal Ottaiva Hospital for the learning difficulties they were having in

C the programs. In order to understand more about the nature of these

difficulties, we began our research program in 1975 (Trites and Price

1976). The primaryrgoal of the first research project was to determine

if the children:s learning difficulties were specific to their being

educated in a second language or if, as had been suggested elsewhere,

they were children with primary learning disabilities who would have

difficulty, in school even if educated in their native language.

Eight groups of children were selected, as\outlined in table 1.

here were thirty-two children in each group, and all 256 children

s ared one common trait, namely, they were paving difficulty in school.
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Table 1: Eight Groups of Children With Learning Disabilities

"Language" Groups "Traditional".Reference Groups N

French immersion 32
.0

Anglophones in
Francophone schools 32

Children of other ethnic
backgrounds in
Anglpphone schools 32

1

Francophones in
Francophone schools 32

Primary reading-disability
problems

Hyperactive

Behaviour and personality
problems

Minimal brain 7

dysfunction

32

32

32

32

The children received extensive evaluations, consisting of tests

of intelligence, _language, perceptual ability, personality and be-

havioural development, motor and sensory functioning. Statistical

analysis indicated that the French-immersion group was unique in many

important respects, and in'fact all eight groups had unique profiles,

one from the other. The French-immersion children were characterized

by having the highest IQ of all the groups, superior langUage and

percepeual abilities, and normal personality functions. However, they

performed the ':,00rest of all eight groups on a very important test in

neuropsychology, namely, the Tactual Performance Test. The Tactual

PeliforfrInce Test is a measure sensitive to.the temporal lobs regions° of

the brain. The results of this test were considei.ed' as potentially

important in explaining difficulties- in French immersion, since the

temporal lobes are' important brain regions for auditory processing,

language.' functioning; and memory function. Our first year of study

established that children who have difficulty 'in Primary French-

immersidn program's do not have the more commonly recognized learning

disabilities such as primary reading disabilities or dyslexia,

perceptual-motor., disorders, -and other. types of learning 'difficulty

familiar to those 'who work with learning-disabled children, but rather

have a unique learning difficulty specific to the 'early-second-

,
language-immersion program..
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In order to cross-validate the results of the first study, a 1976

we matched sixteen non-clinic referral French-immersion drop-out

children with sixteen French-immersion children, who were doing well

(Trite's and Price 1977). The ''childre were carefully matched for age,

socio-economic status, sex, 'and, very importantly, 'teacher. It is

always possible that some children do poorly in".program because they

have a poor teacher. Therefore, each successful child was matched with

each drop-out child on the basis that they had had the same teacher it'.

-Erench-immersion Kindergarten. \Once again, a most important difference

between the success and drop-out groups was bn the Tactual Performance

Test. The thirty-two French-immersion children from the previous

year°,s study were re-e.xamthed: those children who were below ages nine

and ten at retest continued to have difficulty on the Tactual Perfor-

mance Test, while those Viho were ten years of age and older no longer

had. difficulty. We intrepreted the results of both years of study plus

the follow-up investigation to mean that children with evidence, of a

maturational lag in the temporal -lobe regions of the brain will have

difficulty when placed at an early age in a French-immersion program.

Early-Identification Assessment Investigation'

Once it was established that there was a unique pattern of deficits

' characteristic of children_ who have difficulty in Primary French-
-

immersion programs, we designed a test battery intended to assess

four-year-old children, prior to their entry into a program, in order

to predict their success in it (Trites and Price 1978, 1979, 1980). We

decided at the same time to compare the predictive validity of the

early- identification assessment with predict ions of success made by
4

Junior-1(i ndergart-ent-eachersand--Sen+arK-i-ndergartenteachers--andal-so-

to investigate characteristics of the home environment as predictors of

success. In this investigation, then, we assessed information from

homeschool, and individual neuropsychological testing for effective-

ness as predictors of success.

Fifty-one ofthe fifty-three elementary schools in the Ottawa

_Board of Education offering. an English four-year-old Kindergarten

agreed to participate in the study. Teacher-rating infbrmation and
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biographical- and background-information questionnaires were distri-

buted to the teachers and parents of the 1330 children in the fifty-one

schools. Detailed responses were received from 97 per cent of the

teachers and 76.5 per cent of the parents, an extremely high response

rate.

Teachers tended to recommend French-immersion enrolment for

children they considered to be above average in ability, social matura-

tion, and motivation. Parents, .probably understandably, used an-

entirely different set of guidelines. In opting for the prbgram, they

tended to emphasize '''lifestyle" factohs such as enhanced job oppor-

tunities and opportunity to learn Canada's other official 'language.

Approximately 500 of the 1330 children were scheduled to enter,Primary

French-immersion programs. Comparison of the °families of French

immersion children with those of Engiish. Kindergarten children indi-

cated that the French-immersion children tended to be those who came

from higher socio-economic levels, who came from families with more
4

books in the home, who were read-to more frequently at home, and who

had parents who either had knowledge of French or were studying French.

We randomly selected 209 of the 500 children for long-term inves-

tigation. The 200 children received detailed individual and group

testing involving tests of intelligence, language, academic achieve-

ment, personality, behaviour, and, of course, a modified version of the

Tactual Performance Test designed for fourvear-olds: As can'be seen

from table 2, the children tended'io perform well on all measures,.

The average scores on the intelligence tests were in-the bright-normal

range, and language, skills were commensurably well developed. For
1.

-- example, vocabulary development as measured by the Peabody was,at the

6.2-year level, while the average age of the children at-testing was

4.9 years. Readiness skills for reading, as measured by the Wide Range

Achievement Test, were at the Grade 1 level, although the children were

just completing four-year -old Kindergarten, and spelling and arithmetic

readiness skills were at the mid-to-late five-year-old Kindergarten

level. The children were reassessed at the end of five-year-old

Kindergarten (their first year in immersion),. Grade 1, and Grade 4,and

are currently being reassessed at the end of Grade 5.



Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations of the 200 Children on Selected
Measures of the Early-Identification Assessment Battery ".

Variables X SD

Age

WPPSI: VIQ

4.9

118.3

115.8

-0.3'

12.4

12.0PIQ

Eg2 118.9 11.9 41.71

Peabody MA 6.2 1.3

12
s

114.0 14.3

MArices Raw 17.3 4.6

Percentile 79.7 21.9

WRAT Grade: Reading 1.05 0.4

Spelling 0.51 0.4

Arithmetic 0'.80 - 0.4

J

As an be seen in table 3, there has been a.gredual attrition of
.

.the 200'childrel in'the Trench-immersion program to 159 at the end of

five-year-old dndergarten, 124 at the end /Of Grade 2, and' 94 at the

end of Grade 4, and prelfrIlinary results suggest 88 at the end of Grade

5. While thereare,:of course, a variety of reasons for this'attrition

rate. (including moving from the Ottawa area, problems with busing. and

other factors), using rigorous criteria,. Wet.have identified twenty, five

---childrenashav-ing-droppedOutoftheprpgram---asarresul-tof--pronouneed-------:-

learning difficulties. In eddition,'seMd children have remained in the

program irvspite of having considerable difficdlty in keeping up with

the rest of the class.



Table 3: Classroom Enrolment of the 200 Children From Junior
Kindergarten "Through Grade 4

4- Year-Old
Kindergarten

5-Year-Old
Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 4

-200 to be -159 ip French -124 in French -94 in French

enrolled in ' immersion immersion immersiorl

French -17 in English -39 in English ,-37 in English

immersion Kindergarten programs programs

-16 moved -31 moved -62 moved
-9 misc. -6 misc. -7 misc.-

The predictions of the Junior Kindergarten teachers were not

accurate' in predicting subsequent success or learning difficulties in

the Primary French-immersion program. However, the Senior Kindergarten

teachers (who had the children fora year in an immersion program) were

able to predict'subsequent success according to the follow-up status at

the end of Grades 1 and 4.

The best predictor of all was the neuropsychological test battery.

As can be seen4 from table 4, in a comparison of drop-outs with high

Table 4: Discriminate-Function Comparison of Drop-outs'and High
Achievers in French-Immersion or Four-Year-Old Kindergarten
Variables

Actual Group .N .Predicted Group
a

Drop -outs

N

High'achievers

Drop-outs

High achievers

17

0

100

0

0

22

0

100

17

22

A Overall correct classificattLn: 100 per cent"
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achievers in French immersion carefully matched for IQ, the

early-identification test battery administered to children at four

years of age was able to predict subsequent drop-out versus high

achievement with 100 per cent accuracy. A prediction of drop-out

versus ability to remain in French immersion in spite of diffiCulty

ve an overall 87 per cent correct classification. Finally, the test

attery was able to predict the relative level of success for those

ldren yho were able to remain in the French-immersion program. As

can e seen from table 5, when predicting high achievement versus low

achievement, the test battery was 87 per cent accurate, even control-

ling for IQ.

Table 5 Discriminate Function Com arison of High Achievers and Low
Achievers in French Immersion on Four-Year-Old Kinderurten
Va-iables

Actual Group Predicted Groupa

I

High achievers 22

Low achievers 17
0

High achievers low achievers

N

22 100 0 0

5 29.4' 12 70.6

a
Overall correct classification: 87.18 per cent

Thus,oar investigation suggests that it seems realistic to expect

that a. three - to-four -hour group and individual test assessment at the

end of four-year-old Kindergarten is highly effective in predicting (a)

whether a child will be able to stay in a French-immersion program or

will drop out bec.iuse of learning difficulties, and (b) the relative

level of success, at least through Grades 4 and 5, of children who

remain in the program.
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Lon Term Follow -u of pro -outs From Early French Immo41Slon

Work intended to obtain follow-up information on the thirty-two

French-immersion drop -outs in the 1975 study and the sixteen drop-outs

from the 1976 study is now under way. We have been able to locate and

test thirty -one of the forty-eight subjects. These individuals Are now

ini their mid-to-late teens. As would be predicted from our

maturational-lag model and findings that the learning difficulty is

specific to the second-language learning progrSm, only one of the

thirty-one students has required special education programming. Thirty

have progressed normally in regular, English programs through their

elementary and high school years, and sane are scheduled to attend

university. One purpose for conductingtthis folhw7up was to determine

how many of the drop-dots from early immersno opted for a late-

immersion program, and, if so, whether or not they were successful.

The maturational-lag hypothesis froMc4his r,, search woUld suggest that

these individuals would tie successful if trey were to enter a late-

immersion program. However, and somewhat to oor surprise, none of the

early drop-outs opted for a late-immersion program. One primary reason

for the.ir not doing so was that they were concerned that they would not

do well (in spite of the fact that most were A and 6 students in ter

current high school programs and some were even" in enriched programs).

The other even more frequent reason was that they had a very negative

attitude towards the French-language ,programs, :t woold atoear that

the early experience ofacing poorly and dropprg cot of the French-

immersion program had a- lasting effect on their attitudes towards the

French language and French-language programs at school.

Our research has implications with respect to the educatiCr

young immigrant children whose' language is something othertnah Frd sh

.(Trites 1983a, 1983b). A significant propbrtich of these children

almost certainly have maturational Lacs of te just deser=ted.

These particular children are likely, ta at a disatiientage ff t!",P_

are enrolled in an Englishmlahguage program, e'er the s.pecis 'et

English-as-a-second-lac guage classes in t:t.A., early grades at scnn,oT: it

may be advisable for tbem to be educated first in their native

and tnensenrolled an En istelaneeAr,0 7
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Commentary on the Presentations of Drs. Swain and Lapkin and Dr. Cana le

Francoise Howard

Preamble

By the nature of sour occupation, my colleagues and I who are involved

in teacherpreparation often feel that' we'are poised on the edge of.two

worlds, While we feel the pull of gravity from the "real" world at our

feet, that is, the demands of the classroom where our admirable prac-

titioners are toiling at establishing practices in accord with the

didactic principlet they were taught at teachers' colleges (and in some

cases. practices that we ourselves championed), we find ourselves

mesmerized by the call of some siren out there who promises sweeter

returns for our efforts. We read.the literature of new research-on the

language-learnApg prose es, and, although we try to nurture in our

student teachers a respect for established tradition, at the same time

,,we try to awaken in them a spirit of adventure that will make them
_dr"

searching, risk-taking individuals who will not succumb too soon to the

comfortable routines of yesteryear. 4It was the hest of times; it waste

the worst of times...."

-Introduction

As yoU may be'aware, Professor Calve and I were assigned to two work-

shopsshops this- morning. Whi my-_ colleague attended those directed by

Dr. Morrison -arid Dr. Trites:, I went to those presented by Dr. Canale

and-Drs. Swin and Lapkin. In the following two commentaries we will

try, to communicate the reactions of our assembled delegates to each

workshop as well as give our views on the findings of the research

project in ,question. As well,, we will.attempt to point out directions

for new Ministry of Education involvement and ministry- sponsored

research of the pure, developmental, or speculative kind -- all this

keeping An mind. the, present concerns of our confreres in the field of

French as a second language and the urgent need for the reorganization

of French programs as prescribed by the new ministry documents and

'circulars, in some cases due for implementation as early' as 1984!
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Part I

The Review and Evaluation Bulletin entitled Communicative Approaches

to Second Language Teaching and Testing (Canale and Swain 1979) was a

very timely document. Ever since Hymes boldly asserted that "there are

rules of use without which the rules of grammar would be useless"

(Hymes 1972, p. 278), linguists and educators in Europe and America

have taken up the pen to praise-the most desirable aim of second-

language teaching: communicative competence. To some degree-England,

France, and the United States led the way in the 1970s. Indeed,.

programs aild. textbooks were designed to serve the new aim, especially

in ESL. But when the Canale and Swain bulletin appeared, it quickly

came to the fore as the Canadian version, of the rationale, theoretical

..framework, and pedagogic interpretation, described in eminently read-

able prose, of the, new aim. Appendix A of the Ontario Assessment

.Instrument Pool (OAIP), "A Domain Description for Core FSL: Communi-

cative Skills", translated this framework into a set of guiding prin-

ciples for a communicative approach; it is now recognized as the

definitive link betWeen the highly prioritized aim of communication as

it is stated in the Ministry of Education curriculum,guideline.French

Core Programs, 1980 and the FSL school departments in Ontario..

As Dr. Canale explained this morning, the OAIP project was

begun in the hope of counteracting thes"trivialization of communicative

skills", that is, the widely held assumption among teachers of French

that communicative skills were learned by osmosis, as it were, via a

grammatically oriented program.

Dr. Canale pointed out that one of the problems involved in

communication teaching and testing is, of course, created by the

dichotomy of time allotment versus realistic performance objectives:

shall we tailor our objectives to time constraints, or shall we in-

crease time allocations to meet our objectives?
4'

'Another problem resides in the question "How are communi- .

cative skills acquired?". In the pseudo-naturalistic climate of

immersion classes? In the core program in the guise of "situational"

techniques and activities? From actual instruction with the teacher

firmly ensconced in the didactic role? At the moment there is no
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solution for this problem, at least in the context of elementary and

secondary school education. ,At best, Canale feels, we must be there to

"assist the learner and co-operate with him/her", in other words, to

nurture the learner along the way to communicative competence, There

cannot be any dramatic overnight changes. The most grievous problem

seems tobe that the majority of current programs and textbooks, while

giving lip-service td the development of communicative skills, do not

really encompass the aim of communication as stated in the 1980 cur-
.

riculum guidelines.

Reactions from the audience were along the following lines.

Is the OAIP package suited to the evaluation of the basic-level entrant

into secondary school (Grade ICI)? In response, Dr. Canale stressed

that the burden for the uge or misuse-of OAIP rests with the examiner

who uses the test item. Yet, objected another speaker, these items

were no doubt screened,among students of the general level of secondary

school. The researcher admitted, this, reminding his audience, however,

that these are, at most, exemplary items, models as

might suggest alternative teaching approaches to

were, which

currently

practised in the French classrdem, 'formats for exercises, or formats

for tests. -The items are complementary to the present structures-
.

oriented programs and textbooks and must not be regarded as a measure

of Student achievement, teacher competence, or program value.

At this point I must insert a small note of caution. Not-

withstanding all good intentions, slips.do occur. It seems that a few

of the OAIP items contain slight :language flaws. As the only French-
.

speaking member of the subject advisory group for the OAIP .now in

circulation, I bear some of the responsibility. No matter how pgessing

thedeadline may be, future OAIP items must be edited even more care-,

fully.

'Part II,

The second workshop I attended this morning was Dr.-Swain and Dr.

Lapkin'sireport on the Bilingual Education Project. The samples chosen

by this team. of researchers were taken to be "as_ comparable- as

possible" with the English-instructed groups, members of which were



4.

without serious emotional problems; not repeaters, and not of Franco-
_

phone background.

Dr. Swain went over the various questions that the 1980

generatibn of parents and educators would likely have asked. Would any

P nOive-language) deficit ensue? Was immediate,- intens/tve, early

language, use a proper way of assuring eventual' proficiency in the

second language? Wobld normal cognitive development be/at risk if the

language of learning were not Vie familiar home language, to the point

of possible cognitive confusion? Was early total. immersion not for the

child of superior intelligence? Would -the child be robbed of some

ethnic identity tn the proces,S? lk.Dr: Swain and Dr. Lapkin's report

answered reassuringly on all ,&)unts. (In my suggested directions for

future r:esearch, . I will touch on the questions that are now. asked

-- that is, in the -198ps -- on the. subject of immersion iFrench.)

1

The audience assembled for this workshop sought reassurance

on the subject of possible English-language deficits, some of them

expressing naggingdoubts. At this point it was suggested (by audience

and researchers) that, there is a public misconception that English-

language proficiency centres' on correct spelling. (A titter went

through the crowd!) The question then -arose as to whether the,.

early-total-immersion studqnts were not indeed 61 "select" group, by

dint of the supportive influence of highly motivated parents.

Dr. Swain's response (4as that, far from being select groups, the

early-total-immersion groups' in fact -constituted a much wider range

, than did the late-immersion, self-motivdted entrants. Furthermore, it

seems that it is not-unusual for even "upportiven-parents to entertain

a certain hostility towards the French language, while at the same time

insisting that their offspring- learn French for future careers.

According to the recently published booklet French Immersion: The

Trial Balloon That Flew (Swain and Lapkin 1983), if immersion French is

a success, it is .largely the result of the comfortable' adjustment of

the young students and their obvious enjoyment of the educational

experience. t

With on-the-spot verification from Mr. Russ,McGillivray,

Program Director ;, Carleton Board of.Education: as of September. 1982

eight secondary schools in the 'jurisdiction of the Carleton Board were,



'offering follow -up-bilingual-coursesJor_as_many-as twelve credits, to

those immersion students (60 per cent of-them) who enter Grade 9 (this

percentage_ was noted in the Morrison report). Incidentally, 50 per

cent of the late-immersion entrants abandon the immersion program at

the Grade 9'level (Morrison). /

In summary, early-immersion students progress at the same

rate in their mother tongue (after Grade 5) in their academic subjects

as do their English-,instructed peers,, are more competent in French than

core French students three to four grades ahead of them, and even

compare favourably with their Francophone peers, at the Grade 8 level,
ti

in measures of receptive skills (listening comprehension, reading

comprehension), but lag behind the latter group in French speaking

proficiency.

Late-immersion Programs, it appears, have not yet been

thoroughly enough investigated to be fairly compared with

early-immersion programs...-.IhdeK a good deal of the findings related

to late, immersion 'the Bilingual Education Project report

(Swain and Lapkin 198I):..arr6e Fppotted in the Quebec research, mainly by
.

Genesee. The reasons given .or insufficient analysis4re the current

diversity in late-immerlitprogram patterns irt, Ontartt; the various
.:

degrees of intensity of ge4bd-language exposure';,'hedifferent entry

points; and the differences'in the context (subject' matter) through

Which the French language taught. It must' be remembered that

context-rich subjects call fOr more language utilization by' the

learner. But which school subjects' offer these: most advantageous

contexts? At which age level will they be introduced? How is the

teacher chosen? This last point is my concern:' Will the teacher be

chosen on the basis of expediency, or will he/she have been trained for

teaching academic subjects to second-language learners?

Part III

The next comments you hear will be the outcome of very pragmatic

considerations. I fully recognize that budget restraints will not
-)

allow the support of research projects that fall short of the mark in

terms of realistic applications. There is, however, one aspect on

which I would like to make an idealist's statement. Intuitively I



believe that benefits of a, personal d social nature will accrue to

the Canadian student from the bilingua kexperience. Heightened lin-

guistic awareness, d feel, opens one's mind to the understanding of the

other founding, race. Not that this understanding will result in the

approval of divergent philosophies or the total acceptance of each

other's cultural traditions but no matter! Heightened linguistic

awareness in this country may become our only assurance that the

centre will hold".

And now quickly back-to prAgmatism, for never have we been

more aware of the importance of our role as eduCators =in assuring the

holding power of our French programs. To this end it is time to look' ,

forward critically and sensibly to directions for action and future

research.

First, I would like to consider with you the question of

levels of French and the realistic expectations they''represent. In a

document called Teaching and Learning French as a Second Lapp/1715P%-,

(Ministry of Education, Ontario, 1977), the ministry stated its expec-

tations of FSL instruction, in terms of proficiency (basic, middle, and

top) based on a specific number of hours for each level (1200, 2100,

and 5000). It hasnow been found that there is no direct relationship

betWeen the number of accumulated hours of second-language instruction

and proficiency in that language, this relationship being "affected by

the age of the learner, the intensity of the second language instruc-

tion, and the instructional strategies and materials used by the

teacher" (Swain 1981). Therefore, At is now possible to suggest

revisions in order to make these expectations more realistic and begin

to refine them into more specific statements.

My next remarks deal with the core French program the poor

relative! According to the 1980 statistical table issued by the,

ministry, there are still some twenty boards of education in Ontario

that do not provide any instruction in French in their elementary

schools (Ministry of Education, 1982, appendix B, table 4.1, p. 55).

There are only fifty -one boards of 130 surveyed in 1982 in which grade

13 students will accumulate 1200 hours of core French instruction for

the SSHGD". Of the 130 boards surveyed, seventy-eight propose'to

provide this amount of instruction by 1995. Yet the core French



program is the choice of some 44 per cent of our students at the

elementary level and probably of a good number of the 32.8 per cent of

students enrolled in FSL from Grade 9 to 13 in 1980, (Ministry of

Education, 1982, appendik B, table 1, p. 49). Clearly, the Ministryof

Adtrcation,'in its judicial role, must look into,the situation and offer

wise direction for the future, especially as it is now proven (Morrison

reporit) that, where core programs are concerned, proficiency in the

French language is in 'direct relationship to "overall exposure" (read

"time allocation") to French instruction.

Next I wilr l deal with immersion programs. More and more,

parents are choosing for. their children the immersion-program way to

the attainment of a degree of bilingualism. Early-total-immersion

French, one of several option§, is particularly popular.

Since research findings cast-some doubt on the advisability

of this option for certain children (based on the current teacher/

parent criteria of high IQ, social maturity, and motivation), should

parents who contemplate enrolling their children in early total immer-

ision be invited to look at the more positive predictive. measures

present in a diagnostic test of adjustment and successful continuance

in such a program (along the lines of Dr. Trites's battery of tests),

this test to be administered through local school boards in conjunction

with psychologists? I am told by Dr. Trites that an article on the

nature and administrative procedures of these tests is forthcoming

(Canadian Modern Language Review) and that such tests do not represent

undue inconvenience to all concerned;

Meanwhile, and notwithstanding the excellent groundwork done

by Dr. Trites,' there is good reason to keep abreast of the research

literature on such language-learning processes as that of the young

child (aged two to five) who, in a "submersion" situation' his/her

own family'or immediate social environment, proceeds along the way to

,bilingualism (see Tritone, 1983).

The establishment / of immersion programs is the decision of a

school board ((usually under parental pressure), yet the pUblic.at large

and, very often; the parents themselves are'poorly informed on the
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important question of the different practices that have,been called

"immersion." What is immersion/I What happens inside ah immersion-

program classroom? Where does the emphasis really lie -- on the

context, that is, the subject matter, or primarily on the medium, that

'is, the pursuit of linguistic excellence in French?

Perhaps it is time for the Ministry of Education to sate,

more prescriptively than it has, done in the past, the role of those

priorities to be established within the various patterns of French=

immersionprograms. Such guidelines would delipeate the present

teacher's role and the nature of his/her teaching procedures, m ke for

a wiser` choice of teaching materials, and be of invaluable ass stance

in the professional training of the prospective French teacher.

Instances haVe been reported where the perforMance of late-

immersion students was fou-nd to be superior to that of early-immersion

'students (SwaipLapkin, and Andrew 1981). Late immersion may be 0

viable, practical, effective way to proceed. Are older learners, being

more cognitively mature, more efficient than younger ones in some

aspects of second-language learning? Genesee (1978). contends that

.older letrner' ability to abstract, classify, and generalize may aid

them in the task of consciously formulating and applying second-

language rules. Older learners, having learned to read and write, need

only learn "different surface tealizations of these skills" as demanded

by.the second language.
co.

According to Cummins's (1979) "threshold" hypothesis, called

the developmental interdependence hypothesis, the development of

competence in the second language is partially a function of the type

of compelence already developed in the, first language at the time when

intensive exposure to the second-language begins. The threshold-level

hypothesis proposes that there,may.be threshold leels of linguistic

competence which a bilingual child must attain in order to receive the

cognitive benefits of bilingualism -Perhaps this hypothesis should be

further investigated with a view to forecasting success in 'late

immersion.



Early total immersion appears, to yield a more'proficient end

products in terms of "near-native" competence, than does late

immersion. Perhaps it is time to test the ultimate attainment in

French-lsoguage proficiency of both types of students 'at the moment of

leaving s hool, that is, at the. Grade 13 level of their bilingual.

4%secondary s hoof program. f ..

The following suggestions will deal with ministry-sponsored- -

services. When asked to retrospectively analyze their school careers,

students of the bilingual high school pr6gr.ws regretted their lack'of

interaction with French-spealing peers (both the Morrison and,Swain-

Lapkin reports). Also, students in the core program often lack a

linguistic and cultural experience in a naturalistic setting. Under
rs

'the heading "Student Exchange and Enrichment Opportunities" the

FSL Programs in Ontario bulletin (Ministry of Education, 1982) de-

scribes
.

ministry-sponsored offerings. Wherever else budgetary strin-

gencies, operate, let it not'be at the expense of support to the stu-

dent, our long-term investment par excellence. 'Let us hope that

"Student Exchange and Enrichment Opportunities" will continue to be

forthcoming and be well publicized in She schools.

IA..

My next suggestions will deal with materials production.

Thoge studeftS who were formerly in programs designated as "four-year"

were 'often poorly served by inadequate patcWork,programs, Frequently

based on obsolete textbooks and inadequate materials, or watered-down

versions of programs for the more advanced streams. It now becomes,

urgent that we attend to the basic-level programs for core French

students. To that end, the ministryts Learning Materials Development

Plan should give priority to the development of materials for these

programs.

On the topic of materials,production also, classroom teachers

are now searching their textbooks for exercises and activities suitable

for skill-getting and skill-using in the new context of communicative

teaching. It would seem opportune to promote and sponsor'the pro-
.

.duction of such materials, at least until new textbooks are designed or

e
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old ones retailored to meet the ai'01 of the 1980 ministry guideline: In

the same vein, collections of suitable 'authentic materialt (media

reportt, tapes, etc.) should be encouraged for, use in communicative

teaching.
\.

Next I- I deal with pure research. Current studies in

error analysis and levels of interlanguage are not always relevant to

the needs of co-ordinators and classroom teachers in core French and

immersion programs, especially -at- the -elem ntary level of French

instruction. The sponsorship of relevant rese ch projects over the

next five years would be.invaluable for the pre cting of errors and

the handling of corrective measures as our young nglophone'stud;nts

' proceed towards a native-like linguistic performance.

.With regard to experimental research, although OAIP is now

well in place, there is a definite dearth of assessment instruments

suitable for the testing of integrative language performance at the

senior secondary school level. The ministry might consider, as a

project, a sequel to OAIP, oriented to school leaving students at the

general level .(whose French-language' instruction has probably reached,

an end), before they enter the marketplace.

The following observations will deal with teacher'

preparation. The new policy of French-for-everyone entails diversified

teaching app-roaches: basic, general, and advanced levels; core,

extended, immersion, and secondary school bilingual programs.

Faculties of education must address these demands that are being made

by school boards. Candidates to the concentration French (pre-service)

and to the FSL ,1 and 2 certificates must come to their professional

year(s) with a proficiency in French that,allows them flexibility of

operation in the (aggressive!) hiring market. The implication that

university credits alone assure readiness for a teaching career is a

false one. It is becoming urgent that an admisgion tett be recognized

and accepted for the assessment of the linguistic competence of <Ehe

candidate. It would be more satisfactory if such.a test were pro-

vincially oriented, albeit adminigtered by each faculty of education to

each candidate entering FSL 1 and 2.
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Because the teaching duties of the 'future second-language

teacher, especially in core French programs; 'would be greatly alle-

viated by the presence of monitors, the training sessions of these

monitors might now require a more organized, more formal,. and more

in-depth preparation. Such courses could be mounted at faculties of

education, with thefiassistancf of experienced ministry personnel. The

qualifications for monitoring should not preclude the oldel', non-

teaching native speakers from the community With verified language

skills.

Similarly, thd coming need for assessing communication- skills

in French at the secondary schoglliolevel calls for interviewers properly

trained for duties that resemble those of :psychometricians (se.e

Savighon and Clark on testing communicative skills). Under the gui-

dance of :the ministry, and possibly with input from outside agencies,

such personnel might be identified by board adMinistrators and trained

(short course, workshops) for these new school-wide assessment

sessions.

'Without further

frere, Professor Calve.
lip
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are in relative terms: X did better than Y and as -well as Z, or X
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obtained better results on a proficiencytest after N hours of instruc-

tion. Thus, we cannot really tell what the students can actually do in

'the land6age,what tasks they could accomplish properly.

Likewise it is difficult; from Dr. Morrison's stusOiets.., to see if
t-

early Amnersion is really more efficient than late immersiAn, since her

tA),4) grOups did not have the same amount of time at task.

Also, as Dr. Morrison .pointed out, a later, more intensive core

program seems to give better results than a "hinner" program spread

over a longer period. However, here again it is hard to draw a clear

conclusion, since in the later, more intensive program, subject-Matter

teaching was also included.

In the same vein, it would be very interesting to know if, for

instance, in immersion it is really the language's being taught in a

"functional" setting that gives it the advantage over the core pro-

grams, or if it is not rather the thousands of hours,ofexposure to

the language that makes the difference (plus the higher IQ's, the

greater motivation). Can we really say that "immersion is acquisition"

and "core is learning" and'conclude from there that only'immersion can

be successful (if we accept Krashen's hypothesis concerning acquisiT.on

vs. learning)? From Dr. Morrisoni.s studies, it ,seems that time is

'really a major (if not the major) variable in learning a language. In

ady case, it is probably only in the context of immersion or extended-

core programs that students can log enough hours of French instruction

to attain a "working" knowledge of the language.,.StilI, I believe that

core programs are viable, and, at the end of this presentation, I will

offer. some suggestions as to how to improve their efficiency.

Before that, however, I would like to say a few words about Dr.

TrAtes's presentation. His research consisted of studying learning

disabilities and predicting success in Primary French immersion. The

main point.that emerged from hiS presentation was that it is possible,

with, the help of a "predictor-of-success test battery", to find with

very good accuracy those children who; because of a specific type of.

maturation0 lag, should not go into immersion programs before the age

of ang or ten. Through early identification of these children (who

are otherwise perfectly "normal'!), we can avoid what would become for



them a frustrating experience and the ensuing negative attitude towards

learning French.. In my opinion, this battery Of tests, which Dr.

Trites says can easily and at low cost be made available to school

boards, should become, if further validated, standard procedure in

pretesting early-immersion candidates. Accordihg to the author, these

tests are much more dependable than parents' and teachers' opinions as

predictors of success, although he admits that, after having known a

class for one year in K-4,.a teacher can predict with relative accuracy

which children should further succeed in the program.

Dr. Trite, further pointed out that children who dropped out of

early immersion because of this maturational lag should do well in late

immersion, but that this hypothesis has not been tested. He also

mentioned that most kids he tested were well above average in intelli-

gence and socio-economic standing, that children in immersion classes

tend to be poor spellers (in both French and English), although the

drop-outs from immersion do as'well as others in English, and that more

research is needed to find out what happens to those students whose,

maturational lag does not resolve itself after age nine or ten.

In the rest of my presentation I would like to raise some of the

questions which I feel are in urgent need of attention, first in

immersion and then in core brogr:ams.

Up to now; the research accomplished on immersion has gone to a

considerable depth but in a relatively narrow range of factors. In the

history'of core programs, most of the resear,chers' attention has been

aimed at the structure of language and at teaching methodology. In the

short history of immersion, it is the student who has been the focus of

attention, a situation which is perfectly understandable, considering

the risks involved in such a venture. It is now time, however, to turn

to the other variables involved in this type of program, where much

pedagogical and administrative catching-up has to be done. Here are

some of the questions:

How is an immersion program 'put together? What are its dis-

tinctive features in terms of organization and content? None of
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the. research reports .mentions what is actually going on in im-

mersion schools and classes, except that French is the language of

instruction.

How do we train teachers for immersion? Should future teachers of

immersion classes follow a distinct prOgram?

What methodology is most efficient for subject-matter teaching in

immersion classes? What should be taught in the French class in

immersion schools?

What linguistic competence should be expected at the end of each

school year and for each of the four Skills in immersion projrams?

Are we aiming for the minimal communicative skill in speech and

writing, or should we expect the students to have near-native-like

proficiency in terms of stylistic, orthographic, and rhetorical

skills?

. What is the intrinsic' educational value of immersion? Are we

aiming strictly at a practical knowledge of the language? 'What

about knowledge about the language and the culture? What systeth

of values should accompany such a program? How can we encourage

and .promote more contacts between immersion students and French

native speakers? Will we end up, in Canada, with the same two

solitudes, with the only difference being that they will be

bilingual?

Who should have access to immersion in Ontario? All and only

those who want it?

What happens to former immersion students once they reach the

university, the job'market? -What use'bo they make of their second

language? Do they feel competent to'use it? What kind of con- -

tacts, of professional relationships, do they entertain with the

French population? What are their attitudes, towards their former

education, towards the culture?
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Most of these ques:tionS reflect an urgent 'need for ministerial

guidelines in terms of objectives,- content, and strategies for im-

mersion programs.

boards, and even

materials, which,

Up to now these have been left to individual school

individual schools. The same goes for teaching

although excellent in many cases, vary widely from

one school board to another. Finally,;to avoid further reinventing of

the wheel, from one province to the other, it would seem appropriate to

establish better interprovincial collaboration in developing those

guide lines and, of course, in determining the research priorities.

I would now like-to say a few words about core programs where, in

contrast to immersion where French is learned more or less inciden-

tally, we are still facing the question,"How can we teach a second

language?".

Tirst, I would like to make a rise en garde about too fast a jump

onto the communicative bandwagon. In t Or excellent ddcument

Communicative Approaches to Second Languag Teaching and Testing,

Canale and Swain (1979) suggest' that we move from a grammatical to a

communicative syllabus. Their theoretical justification is sound. But

where are the data on which to build such a syllabus? Much of what has

been done in the development of notional- functional Materials has been

aimed at adult populations with well-defined needs and uses for the

second language. What are the °communicative needs in French of a

student in Thunder Bay? But, more importantly, where can we find this
0

communicative grammar? It takes much more than afew examples of

discourse strategies and sociplinguistic rulet to replace a grammatical

progression in the establishment of a ten-year program.

We must also keep in mind the preparation of teachers for such

programs. Many are just getting used to 'the oral approach, to using

grammar as a tool rather than as a goal in itself, to seeing language

as something else than- a body af knowledge. Telling them that a

grammatically based curriculum (not to be confuski with a course on

grammar) is no longer appropriate and offering them no alternative

programs may only add to the confusion.
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For the moment, I would suggest that we develop ways to graft onto

the existing curriculum a communicative component' consisting mostly of

classroom activities where the conditions for communication are present

and where we exploit the students' interests rather than their presumed

needs for the second language. Concrete suggestions are offered below.

In the meantime, research should concentrate on finding ways of recon-

ciling a grammatical and a communicative progression, and in producing

data on which a complete new program can be based.

In the short term, how can 4e improve the core programs, assuming

as we must that such programs are here to stay and that they should not'.

be considered as the poor relatives of French education? My first

suggestion would be that, wherever possible, we teach another subject

than French in French. This is the best communicative experience that

students can get within the school itself. Krashen's experience at the

University of Ottawa was very convincing in that respect. '

Another priority is teacher training. I am convinced that the

efficiency of core Programs can be immensely improved if teachers are

better prepared. What, is actually going on in many French classes is

surprisingly close to what has long been associated with "traditional"

approaches (Calve 1983).

The improvement of teachi4 mate'rials should also Le given pri-

ority. Too often, French programs have been defined in terms of the

available commercial methods rather than in terms of pre-established

guidelines. Still, much can be done to improve the existing material

by the introduct'fon of new techniques based on recently developed

approaches like total physical response, silent way, natural approach,

humanistic approach. The systematic use of games in the FSL class can

also help ib artificially creating the conditions for real communi-

cation and in improving considerably the students' interest and

motivation. The question "What do students like to do in French?" can

thus replace the question "What are the students' actual needs for

French?".

Research should also concentrate on finding out the vocabulary

themes and the type authentic materials that would be of interest to

different groups of students.



The total number of hours devoted to French in the core programs

should be increased to at least 1200 hours, as suggested in the Gillin

report.

Finally, the efficiency of basic, simple classroom management

could be vastly improved. It is appalling to see how much time is lost

in non-productive activities in a great number of classes. How can a

student learn to speak when he/she is' allowed twenty seconds per

forty-minute period (an average based on my own observation), saying

things he/she does not really want to say to someone who already knows

, exactly what he/she is going to say? Simple individualization tech-

niques, team work, etc., can easily be implemented to make core classes

much more effective. Increasing the total number of hours in core

French will serve little if we do not make better use of that time.

D

Considerable time, effort, and money have been spent, and well

spent, on studying experimentally thb affective and cognitive aspects

of immersion programs. It is now time to apply the same rfgorous

approach to the study of the administrative and pedagogical factors

involved, not only in immersion, but also in extended and core

programs.
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